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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In progressing to the stage of speech therapy in which children use 
connected speech, it is important that the therapist provide challenging 
and meaningful practice material to stimulate the transition to normal 
speech. Children, having progressed through the correct phonation of 
isolated sentences, are reaqy for the final step in their conquest of their 
defective sound. They should be provided with practice material which 
demands the consistent correct usage in fluent speech. Such material 
should consist of both verbalization and motor activity if it is to 
approximate a normal lifelike speaking situation. The mediUIII of informal 
dramatic activities provides the child with the speech opportunities and 
the motor activities of a lifelike situation. Travis says, "A technique 
or carry over should ••• be appropriate to the stage of therapy which 
has been reached. 11l A search through the published literature presenting 
materials to be utilized for speech therapy practice, revealed a lack of 
adequate material for the stage of therapy beyond the phonation of isolated 
sentences. 
l1ee Edward Travis, Handbook of Speech Pathology 
(New York: Appleton-Century-Orofts,-rnc., 1957) p. BOO. 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this study is the creation of informal dramatic 
materials for the reinforcement of correct articulation in a natural 
situation. 
JUSTIFICATION 
There is a challenge to the child in dramatizing a life situation in 
which he coordinates the motor and multi-sensory activities of normal 
speaking situations. This challenge is not found in the stilted and 
sometimes unrealistic gestures accompanying action songs, finger play and 
action poems. It is not found in the phonation of isolated sentences, the 
passive narration of stories and incidents, or reading with the visual 
~ stimulation of the printed page. Therapy practice for normal communication 
must involve a normal situation in which a child verbalizes as he moves 
about the room, handling objects both actual and imaginary. In informal 
dramatics, the child coordinates mental and motor activity while endeavoring 
to phonate a consistently correct sound. Pantomime and motor activity 
provide a distraction necessitating that the child be aware of both speech 
and action simultaneously. Thus, as stated by Travis, "The child ••• is 
able to give only marginal attention to articulation and must give more to 
content and action.n2 
2Ibid., P• 796. 
2 
In his course of treatment for articulation disorders, Van Riper 
. outlines seven steps to be established, as follows: 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
The speech defective must be convinced that he has errors which 
he must eradicate. 
The causes of the disorder, if still existent, must be elimi-
nated. 
Through intensive ear training, the old configurations are 
broken down so that the correct sound and the error may be 
isolated, recognized, identified, and discriminated. 
Through various methods, the speech defective must be taught to 
produce the correct sound in isolation and at will. 
The new and correct sound must be strengthened. 
The new sound must be incorporated within familiar words, and 
the transition to normal speech must be accomplished. 
The use of the correct sound must be made habitual, and the 
error must be eliminated.3 
In striving to establish habitual use of a correctly articulated speech 
sound, the therapist's choice of materials for practice are of major 
importance. Travis supports this concept by stating, "Articulation therapy 
'is probably most effective when it utilizes materials which have interest 
and meaning to the individual and when it integrates practice with real 
life situations.n4 
The pantomimic element in informal dramatics involves action for 
.which children have a basic need. Backus and Beasley confirm this fact 
with: 
· 3c. Van Ri~er, Sljech Correction Princi~les ~ Methods 
(New York: PrentJ.ce-Ha , Inc., 194'7), PP• 15 -60. 
4Travis, ~· ill· 
The therapist should provide opportunity for children to engage in 
experiences offering motor activity as an integral part of the work on 
speech. • •• A child ••• has special needs to be active, either 
through manipulating toys or 110ving about the room in a number of 
purposeful acts associated with the speech he is using.5 
Dramatizations provide a basic framework for both action and 
speaking in a real life situation. This informal dramatics method does not 
require exact memorization of the child in that the simple story of the 
pantomillle is his guide to spontaneous memorization of the dialogue. He 
remembers the story of the action, and the speech is suited to the action. 
When the child dramatizes life situations, he is already familiar 
with the activities involved in them. Naturally these must be selected to 
coincide with his level of understanding. Activities involving pets or 
animals, toys or dolls; activities within the home or out-of-doors; 
dressing, washing, eating, going to the store, preparing for school and 
going to bed are all everyday life experiences for the child. He m;q 
create from his own imagination, use his own phrasing and sentence struc-
ture or, if limited in imagination, imitate the more imaginative child as 
well as the therapist. Regardless of his interpretation, he utilizes 
connected speech combined with motor activit,y and pantomime in a natural 
situation. 
5ollie Backus & Jane Beasley, Speech Therap[ with Children 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1951), p. 424. 
~-. 
Dramatic play is a child's natural way of playing, of dramatizing and 
pretending. • • • 'Dramatic play' is a term which refers to creative 
playing centering around an idea, a situation, or a person, place or 
6 thing. • • • It seldom has a plot. • • • It is fragmentary and fun. 
The informal dramatization of a life situation challenges the child 
to achieve consistent correct phonation of the specific sound which he is 
able to use correctly in isolated sentences. 
The materials presented in this study are planned for brief individ-
ual performance by the individual child. They are concerned with the 
practice of connected speech utilizing the consonant sounds most commonly 
found defective in primary grade children. Each little dramatization is 
structured for, and loaded with, the specific sound which the child has 
learned to phonate in isolated sentences. In a life situation, pantomime 
and motor and multi-sensory activity are combined with loaded dialogue for 
the following speech sounds: 
G-z-k-g-p-b-t-d-1-r-S-t~-B-D 
6oeraldine Brain Siks, Creative Dramatics: An Art for Children 
(New York: Harper and Brothers, Publishers, 1958) ;-p. 10o.--
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
i 
I Participation in dramatic arts has a quality of magic for children; 
I 
j their imagination is stimulated and a creative spark is ignited. It is 
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natural for them to pretend and dramatize. Applied as a speech therapy 
technique, the dramatic arts provide a more meaningful situation for the 
child. Siks distinguishes between formal and informal dramatics with the 
definition, "Children 1 s drama is made up of formal drama which is 1 chil-
dren's theatre' and informal drama which is called 'creative dramatics. ,,1 
This study is concerned with informal dramatics. 
In the literature by many authorities in the field of speech therapy 
is found a constant emphasis on the multiple benefits children derive from 
,, 
., the therapeutic application of the dramatic arts. 
II 
Creative dramatics, 
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dramatizations of plays and stories, informal dramatics and a creative 
dramatic method have been utilized as an adjunct to speech therapy, as a 
technique for auditory training, as a means of reducing articulation 
defects, as a stimulation to verbal output, language arts, personality 
development, and as a psychological aid to emotionally disturbed children. 
Winifred Ward, founder of many children's dramatic activities in the 
United States, says, "As for the speech handicapped, many correctionists 
use the dramatic method constantly • • • children rarely stutter in a story 
I' I[ ____ _ 
li 
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laeraldine Brain Siks, Creative Dramatics: An Art for 
York: Harper and Brothers, Publishers, 1958) ,p. 92.-
Children 
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dramatization and children with speech substitutions find dramatics a 
strong incentive for speech improvement."2 
In support of articulatory benefits derived from creative dramatics, 
Mcintyre and McWilliams described their findings in an experimental program. 
The value of creative dramatics as an adjunct to speech thera~ was 
demonstrated in a cooperative program offered qy the dramatics classes 
and Speech Clinic of the University of Pittsburg. • •• Early in 1952 
••• certain children who were receiving thera~ in the Speech Clinic 
were in need of some group experience. • • • Several children with 
articulation and stuttering disorders enrolled in the creative dramat-
ics classes. • •• Althougn there is a lack of research evidence to 
substantiate the claims for creative dramatics, there is some evidence 
that children with articulation disorders have reduced the number of 
consonant errors through speech activities involving the creative 
dramatics techniques. • • .3 
At the Universit,y of Pittsburgh, where clinicians utilize creative 
dramatics as an adjunct to thera~, Mcintyre experimented with a program 
set up to evaluate the effect of creative experiences upon the articulation 
skills of adolescent and pre-adolescent children. These children were 
divided into a control group and an experimental group as closely matched 
as possible. At the end of a six week period of creative activities 
involving creative dramatics, the experimental group had made a significant 
reduction in the number of consonant articulation errors.4 
2winifred Ward, ~g7} Making with Children. (New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc. , 1 , p. 2. --
3Barbara H. Mcintyre and Betty Jane McWilliams, "Creative Dramatics 
In Speech Correction." (Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders, 1959, 
Vol. 24), PP• 275-279. 
4Barbara M. Mcintyre, "The Effect of Creative Activities on the 
Articulation Skills of Children." (Speech Monograph, 1958), pp. 42-48. 
1 
In her study with kindergarten children, Ludwig, as cited by 
Mcintyre and McWilliams, utilized a creative dramatics technique as a 
method of providing auditory training. She used a group of stories, each 
containing a great deal of emphasis upon one sound. Throughout the whole 
dramatic playing of the stories, the children were bathed in a particular 
sound. This was utilizing the creative dramatics method for auditory 
training.5 
According to Pronovost, "Dramatic activities can • • • be valuable 
in developing language concepts. • • • The handicapped child can acquire 
his greatest sense of adequacy when he participates with other children in 
discussion, choral speaking, and dramatic activities.n6 
A descriptive study by Hamlin of the behavior of first grade chil-
dren in informal dramatics, revealed that the children developed gradually 
and steadily in the group situations of informal dramatizations. It was 
observed that the children increased in verbal output, in the size of their 
movements and in their interaction with each other as related to the theme 
of the story. 7 
~cintyre and McWilli8llls, .21?• 2• 
6wilbert Pronovost, The Teaching of Speaking and Listening in the 
Elementary School (New York: Longmans, Green and Company, 55 Fifth 
Avenue, New York 3, 1959), p. 327. 
7Harriet Dora Hamlin, 11A Descriptive Study of First Grade Children 1 s 
Behavior in Informal Dramatizations.• (Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University School of Education, 1959). 
8 
In the opinion of Siks, "Creative dramatics provide rich opportuni-
ties for a variety of fUn experiences that contribute directly to growth in 
language arts."B She also states in regard to emotionally disturbed 
children, "Teachers have found creative dramatics an ideal experience to 
share with children who have emotional speech problems."9 
other authorities in the field of speech therapy vary in their 
methods and suggestions concerning speech practice for the consistent use 
of a new sound in connected speech, but all apparently recommend the use of 
life situations as the basic setting for the transition to normal speech. 
Nemoy and Davis list suggestions for speech practice at the end of 
each chapter devoted to one of the consonant sounds. These suggestions 
involve dramatization and retelling of stories, discussion of the quota-
tions, proverbs and slogans presented in the chapter and conversation about 
the stories. For the S consonant, they also suggest story building, con-
versation b.r imagination, imaginary trips, newspaper articles and original 
stories from selected word lists.lO 
Backus and Beasley consistently use life situations and motor 
activi~ as a basis for their conversational method of speech therapy. 
Bsiks, ~· ~., p. 279. 
9Ibid., P• 272. 
1~. Nemoy and s. Davis, The Correction of Defective Consonant Sounds. 
(Magnolia, Massachusetts: Expre;Bion Company,-y937). 
n 
They make "use of a social experience which utilizes conversational 
speech."ll This method is fully described by Johnson. 
The Backus and Beasley procedure in speech correction with groups 
or individuals emphasizes the establishment of a good psychological 
climate, the use of conversation in social situations, and the occur-
rence only once, and in context, of the sound to be taught. • •• The 
remedial lesson, in order to provide for maximum carry-over of the new 
skill, is built around simple interpersonal situations like getting 
acquainted, welcoming a friend, giving a party, exchanging toys, asking 
permission, playing a game, answering and asking questions, choosing, 
guessing, making inquiries and responding to them, borrowing and lend-
ing, giving and accepting apologies, etc.l2 
It is held by Ainsworth that: 
The child must be told to use the correct sound for a short period 
of time - a minute or two. ••• Furthermore, the sound IDUst be associ-
ated with routine activities so that practice will not be forgotten. 
Then there should be a gradual increase of the length and frequency of 
these specific periods. • •• Some excellent routine activities with 
which to associate correct usage are oral reading, specific daily class 
sessions in school, meal times, et cetera.l3 He further suggests the 
use of conversational speech, formal class reports and recitations.14 
Van Riper favors the use of nucleus speech situations for getting 
the child to use the new sound consistently. He advises definite speech 
periods at home and at school, during which the child uses speech primarily 
for correction purposes. Included in his program is the use of speech in 
outside situations; the use of checking devices and penalties; the use of 
llollie Backus and Jane Beasley, fpeech Theraw ~ Children 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1951 , p. 426. 
12wendall Johnson, et al, Speech Handicapped School Children (New 
York: Harper and Brothers: Publishers, 1956), p. 472. 
13stanley Ainsworth, Speech Correction Methods (Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1948), p. 66. 
14Ibid., p. 80. 
negative practice; and the use of persons, words, and situations as nuclei 
of good speech. He suggests that words commonly used bw children be incor-
porated into games, errands, stories, or conversations. He believes that 
motivation, maturation, discrimination, and application to life situations 
are indispensable adjuncts of any therapy.l5 
The use of the nucleus situation is also suggested by Johnson. He 
. believes that: 
I 
.. ·~ 
In general school situations are probably better for the purpose 
than home situations are, but adds, that home situations which provide 
opportunities for conversation can be used as good speech situations. 
These might be helping mother with the dishes, getting the family meal 
or shopping with mother. He also suggests that the child read or tell 
a prepared story during a family evening story hour. 
For practice in the school situation, he suggests the planning of 
topics of conversation by the teacher and pupil, and that nucleus words 
and phrases likely to occur be used as practice material. He also 
advocates continued ear training, penalizing the error, and negative 
practice in the nucleus situation.l6 
A form of practice supported by Johnson is speaking for a purpose. 
In this form of practice, connected correct speech is integrated with oral 
reading, conversation, radio speaking, group discussion, story telling, 
choral speaking and public speaking.l7 
15c. Van Riper, epJech Correction Principles~ Methods (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19 7 , pp. 202-207. 
16Johnson, ~· cit., pp. 137-142. 
17Ibid., PP• 484-487. 
11 
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CHAPl'ER III 
PROCEDURE 
CRITERIA FOR DEVELOPING MATERIALS 
The aims of this study are: 
1, The creation of informal dramatic materials for the reinforce-
ment of correct articulation in a natural situation. 
2, The provision of a challenge to the child in coordinating fluent 
speech with action, by the deliberate distraction of motor activity. 
3. The stimulation of consistent correct phonation in connected 
speech by means of an enjoyable medium for practice, namely, informal 
dramatics. 
A need was felt by this writer for an informal dramatic medium 
suitable to the development of practice materials for the individual child. 
It was felt that the created practice materials should integrate pantomimic 
activity with correct connected speech for a brief period of time. The 
published formal plays for children, in which the dialogue is shared by two 
or more actors, were not considered satisfactory practice material for the 
specific need of this writer. 
It was decided that a type of little dramatization similar to a 
monologue, but different in technical structure, was the solution to the 
problem. With the inclusion of motor activity as a deliberate distraction 
from the speech, the child would be challenged to coordinate correct speech 
with action. 
Preceding the writing of the dramas, the following criteria was set 
up as a standard for structuring each drama: 
1. The wording of the drama must be within the vocabulary of the 
first grade child. 
2. The words selected must involve the selected speech sound in the 
three positions. 
3. The dialogue I!DlSt be so loaded with the speech sounds as to 
preclude avoidance of the selected words. 
h. The injection of blends must be kept to a mininrum and for trial 
purposes only. 
5. The dramatization must involve a life situation as closely as 
possible. 
6. The situation must be within the child's level of understanding. 
7. The dramatization must be brief with a time limit of from two to 
five minutes. 
8. The dramatization must be developed from a pantomimic activity 
involving multi-sensory and motor activity. 
9. Each dramatization must emphasize the correct phonation of one 
consonant sound. 
10. The objects or materials selected for manipulation must be those 
that are part of the therapy room equipment or easily obtainable. 
11. The action of the dramatization must utilize various areas of 
the room. 
12. The dramatizations must be sufficiently appealing to elicit 
requests for repetition from the children. 
PROCEDURE~ DEVELOPING MATERIAlS 
The first consideration in creating the dramatizations was the 
selection of a life situation with appropriate motor activity and pantomime 
for primary grade children. Simple, gross pantomime easily coordinated 
with speech and utilizing various areas of the room was an important 
factor. As Backus and Beasley advise, •The therapist should see that the 
, activities in which the child engages in the individual as in the group 
" 
lesson are sufficiently simple and of such a nature as to make speech the 
chief core of interest."l Subtle, intricate pantomiming is for the artist, 
not the child. 
In narrowing down the choices of normal situations, it became 
obvious that many were too fragmentary to lend themselves to dramatic 
development. For example, washing dishes is an activity, but not a dra-
matic story. This writer had access to no particular source for pantomimic 
ideas other than personal imagination and previous dramatic experience with 
children. 
The second consideration was the dramatic value of the activity. It 
was necessary that the pantomime have the logical sequence of a complete 
story and at the same time be appealing to the child by its novelty. Memo-
rization is facilitated when action follows the preceding action in 
sequence, so that the child may remember the story of the action and 
lollie Backus & Jane Beasley, Speech Therap[ with Children (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1951), P• 424. 
consequently the speech related to it. Thus, the sequence of the action 
would be a guide for memorization. 
Brevity was also an important factor. If the dramatization exceeded 
a five minute period, there was the possibility that the child might be 
hampered blf lengthy memorization. In a class of four to six children the 
limit of five minutes allows time for each child to have his turn in a half 
hour session. 
The next step was the selection of specific consonant sound words in 
the three positions. These were obtained from Mahon2 who compiled words 
within the child's vocabulary of usage on the first grade level. Words 
with a possible relationship to the action of the story were selected and 
lists were made of the sound in the three positions. From these lists the 
words were interwoven into the dialogue of the completed dramatization. 
During the writing, careful attention was given to the loading of 
the dialogue with the sound words to allow for possible word substitutions 
of the child and yet retain a sufficient number of words intended for 
speech practice. 
Flexibility was also a consideration in order to allow freedom for 
the re-phrasing, additions or deletions provided by the child's imagination. 
For the therapist in the public schools, the time element is a basic 
factor in planning for various classes in the process of correcting various 
2Florence Lucy Mahon, "A Word List for Articulation Testing and 
Referral Consisting of First Grade Vocabulary in Speech Problem Areas 
,, Arranged According to Frequency of Use and Classified by Speech Sounds." 
(Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1958). 
![ 
1 sotmds at various stages of therapy. With classes practically overlapping 
I 
I each other at half hour periods, there is little time for elaborate activ-
.I ities. 
., Of necessity, any materials for manipulation or "setting the stage" 
il had to be sufficiently simple to permit rapid transition from one class to 
rl 
i! another, 
' :! 
i 
After the first draft of the dramatization was completed, it was 
followed by experimental trial in the therapy room. The drama was demon-
•i 
:1 strated with verbalization and action by the therapist as the children 
' '! 
' watched and listened. Then the children were encouraged to act out the ! 
:! drama and use their own words and action if they so desired. The majority 
of the children imitated the therapist, but the imaginative child added 
I sentences and action to suit his interpretation of the situation. 
;I 
These 
;I 
~I additions were noted by the writer and added to the material to improve it. 
q 
q 
:/ After trial experimentation many of the dramas were discarded because of 
' 
low interest value, insufficient novelty of action or illogical sequence. 
; In some the loading of the dialogue was too contrived and either had to be 
:J 
:! 
·! re-written or discarded. 
It was observed in the dramatizations in which animals were part of 
i the story that the children injected the sounds of the animals and simul-
:j 
•; 
I 
·I 
I 
·I 
'I 
'I 
taneously played two roles in the same manner that a child playing with her 
doll talks to her doll and answers for her. In The Lost Kitten, the crying 
of the kitten was added by a child and then to the dramatization itself. 
It became obvious that the logical sequence of the activity was the 
most important factor in providing facilitation of memorization, Conse-
quently the dialogue and action were re-written whenever abrupt cessation 
16 
" 
I 
I 
I 
4 
lnt ~tivUy ow,.. "" ohild to bo •t • ,.,. to ,..,..,..r whnt - noxt. 
I 
!I Although the little dramatizations are created for individual acting,· 
!! 
'I 
I !' 
many include an animal or a person to whom the child relates in speaking. 
The children were quick to seize an opportunity for two of them to act and 
asked to play the pantomime of Sally, the dog, mother, the bumble bee, etc. 
, Participation of a second child can be satisfactorily added without detract-
'! 
:I 
,, 
!t 
'I 
'I 
ing from the practice plamed for the individual child. In fact, once the 
second child had participated, he became a permanent part of the dramatiza-
tion by the injection of a few brief responses. Lest the primary purpose of 
individual practice be negated, the children were never encouraged to make 
the secondary character an important addition to the dramatization. 
In their final writing, these little dramatizations have been used 
!I repeatedly wi tb a few weeks or months intervening, often at the request of 
!J 
I il ,, 
! ,, 
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the children. When planned repetition is announced the children immediately 
request permission to assemble the necessary materials or ask the age-old 
question well known to every primacy grade teacher, "May I be first?" Just 
why being "first" is of such great importance to children is a mystery of 
childhood that this writer has never solved. 
,, 
i! 
" I 
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CHAPl'ER IV 
'i 
'I GENERAL SUGGESTIONS FOR USE OF DRAMATIZATIONS 
In this study, creative dramatics in the true sense is not the I 
I :: objective, in that the purposes of creative dramatics differ from the pur-
' 
poses of this study. Creative dramatics is concerned with extemporaneous 
: verbal output, the reduction of articulatory errors, the development of 
I 
:I ,, 
! language skills, and the emotional and psychological needs of the child. 
'i it '!he dialogue of creative dramatics is unstructured to allow for freedom of 
'! 
' I 
'I 
'I 
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expression. An idea or story is presented to the children and they create 
their own characters, verbalization and action. In this study, the purpose 
is the creation of informal dramatics practice materials for the specific 
stage of speech therapy in which children progress from the phonation of 
isolated sentences to the usage of connected speech. 
When the therapist speaks the two magic words, "Let's pretend," she 
is appealing to the imagination of the child. Under the stimulation of 
"Let 1 s pretend, 11 the child is challenged in the areas of spacial relation-
ships, speech and coordination. Simultaneously, make believe objects and 
imaginary people to whom he relates become real. Imagination, therefore, 
assumes an important role in the therapy room when children act out the 
little dramatizations. With imagination, the chairs become a bed; the 
li teacher 1 s desk, a refrigerator; the table, a stove; and the entire room may 
.! 
•! 
'' be subdivided into rooms of a home, a back yard, playground or store. When 
the therapist suggests that children play, "Let's pretend," the possibil-
I ities for setting, peop~e and objects are limitless. Usually the child 
I 
I 
' i 
i 
ij 
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i 
plays himself. Consequently, characterization is unimportant. 
!1 Initially, the therapist presents the dramatization to the children 
il by demonstrating with verbalization and action after she has explained the 
; imaginary setting and the make believe representation of each object in its 
"Let 1 s pretend" location. The primary purpose of her demonstration is 
!I !I simply to supply the child with the general idea of the thought sequence 
I and its related action. Simultaneously, the therapist plants the loaded 
words in the mind of the child and the thought that demands the use of 
these words. The child is provided with a framework of language for ver-
balization, but the therapist should not expect the child to repeat or 
memorize her exact words. It is important that the child be free to re-
phrase the dialogue within the limits of his own language skills, to create 
additions or delete loaded words and sentences. Each dramatization is 
' sufficient1 ~ loaded with words which include the selected speech sound to 
I ~ 
preclude complete omission of the loaded words. 
il 
\J 
In his first attempt to act out the dramatization, the child is 
I visually aided in his memorization by the objects to be manipulated and 
their subsequent relationship to the dialogue. During the child's initial il 
:• 
acting, the therapist should not endeavor to elicit correct phonation of 
the sound. The first playing of the dramatization should emphasize memori-
zation of the action and its coordination with the dialogue. The therapist 
helps by prompting only when some action or line is forgotten. As the 
child remembers the action, the memorization of the dialogue is spontaneous. , 
Not until the following therapy session should the child be challenged for 
correct phonation. Although the first introduction of the dramatization to 
" 
'I 
I 
I 
' 
the children may be somewhat discouraging, the therapist must make allowance 
'i for the inherent self-consciousness of children. Their initial, natural 
I 
I 
.I 
reaction to the novelty of acting individually is one of excitement and 
self-conscious giggles. This reaction disappears in the following therapy 
session when the children are challenged to phonate the loaded words cor-
I rectly. 
·i 
I In the pantomiming, only gross action is required lest the attempt 
I 
1 to elicit subtle action overshadow the speech effort. For example: 
:i Mother is sewing in pantomime. The facts that the needle is pointed in the 
I 
I wrong direction and that the thread assumes unrealistic lengths are not 
I 
1 important. 
I Before demonstrating a dramatization, the therapist should explain 
II 
·I the imaginary use of the various parts of the room and what the objects 
' 
represent. For example: "We'll pretend that this table is a stove on this 
side and here is the burner. Behind my desk is the playground where Sally 
is tossing a ball in pantomime. Over here is the refrigerator and this 
i 
:I chair is in the living-room where mother is sewing. 11 Sometimes it is 
! 
I 
• advisable to tell the story of the dramatization before the demonstration. 
I 
I 
I 
:f 
I 
I 
I 
It is also advisable for the therapist to precede her demonstration with, 
"When I have finished, I may choose one of you to act too. 11 After her dem-
onstration, the therapist may say, "Now whom shall I choose to be first?" 
Hands will be raised for the "honor" of being selected, whereas a request 
for volunteers might stimulate a negative response. The therapist must use 
good judgment in selecting the all important first child. 
Occasionally, and it is quite rare, an extremely withdrawn child 
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·,ill will shake his head in negation when his turn comes to act. 
!I participate but lacks the confidence to perform individually. 
·I pist may say, "Come I'll help you if you'd like to try." 
He is eager to 
The thera-
II 
II 
il 
J 
'I 
:I 
'I 
!I 
.I 
•I 
:I 
I 
II 
il 
:j 
'I 
:! 
•I 
Taking him by the 
hand she can act out the dramatization with him. As soon as the child 
needs his hands for an activity, he will break the handclasp. It has never 
been necessary to repeat "helping" a child after he has gained some self-
confidence with his first attempt. 
One shy first grader said, "I don't want to do it," immediately 
after the demonstration. He was not coerced, but after each child in a 
class of five had participated and he saw that they enjoyed the activity, 
he said, 11 I think I 1 d like to try it now. 11 His first refusal was his last. 
In the following sessions, he asked to be among the first. 
In another class of severe articulation cases, a kindergarten child 
hesitated to play the part of the child in "Naughty Puppy," but was willing 
;.1· to be the puppy. 
and used speech. 
I 
After being the puppy, he played the part of the child 
Sometimes the activity becomes incredibly real to the child. A 
second grade class of lingual lispers was enjoying practice in a group 
activity, (not included in this study) in which they went to a restaurant 
,I and ordered their lunch from individually pictured menus. 
to order because his lunch included a peanut butter sandwich. 
One boy refused 
He grumbled 
that he didn't like peanut butter and sulked and slouched down in his 
chair. Both the therapist and his classmates gently explained that this 
was make believe with no necessity to eat the sandwich, but he insisted 
that he didn't like peanut butter and would have no part of it even in 
1! 
!I 
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il 
i 
I ,, 
:I 
! 
i i play. Finally, he was given a menu which included a fruit salad and was 
I 
I 
il 
ii 
I 
I 
! 
' 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
:i 
' 
' I 
' 
quite content. 
For the materials or properties used to represent objects for manip-
ulation, the therapist may ask, '~at do you think we could use for the 
--- ?", so that the children may offer suggestions. Other properties 
easily obtainable are empty plastic containers, tin cans, large and small 
foil plates, plastic spoons and wax paper cups, all ideal to represent 
objects when children play, "Let's pretend." With imagination, therapy 
room equipment can be utilized for a number of things such as the teddy 
,i bear in the toy cabinet for a kitten, a large piece of crumpled paper held 
I 
,, together with two elastics for a football, a twelve inch ruler for the 
i 
.! i handle of a lawn mower, and the pencil sharpener for a wall can opener. 
In the following therapy sessions when the children are thoroughly 
'I 
:l 
'' familiar with the dramatization, the therapist may stimulate the attentive-! 
il ness of the audience children by the injection of one or two comments about 
:i the pantomime such as: '~ou must be very strong! You reached right 
' through the refrigerator door without opening it.", "That will be cold 
•j 
:1 soup. You forgot to turn on the burner!", or "Wait until mother gives you 
:l 
I your soup before you eat it!" These comments delight the children and they 
I eagerly watch each participant to see if he forgets the action referred to 
I 
1 by the therapist. 
It was observed that occasionally a child will use more pantomime 
than dialogue. When this occurs, the therapist should remind the child 
:i 
that he must describe what he is doing. 
At the second therapy session after each child has had his turn, the 
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i 
j 
:i 
·1 terms, "setting the stage" and "property man" are explained by the thera-
1 pist. A responsible "prop man" is then appointed. With the responsibility 
' I and permissiveness of re-placing objects and moving about the room after 
'I the turn of each child, the "property man or lady" becomes a highly desir-
'1 
I 
1 able appointment. 
' 
APPROACH 
i 
.! 
r 
:i 
I 
This writer does not elicit speech from a newly enrolled class for 
i the first two therapy sessions. After rapport is established, a group 
'I 
i 
" I 
:l I 
I 
·I 
I 
pantomime is introduced for the purposes of creating a good interpersonal 
relationship, integrating the class as a whole and bringing out the with-
drawn child. Therefore, when the children have progressed to the stage of 
therapy in which they use connected speech, they are already familiar with 
the meaning of pantomime. 
The therapist introduces the dramatization in the following manner 
for Grades I, II and III while the children sit at their table or in a q 
I 
·1 semi-circle: 
.I 
! 
'i 
·1 Therapist--Children, to-day I have something new for you, something I know 
! you will all enjoy. Do you remember when you first came to this 
i class and we all acted out a pantomime together? 
:i 
' Class------Yes! 
.I 
!i 
' :j 
Therapist--Who remembers what pantomime is? 
il 
ii 
I' 
Child------Pantomime is telling something without saying anything. 
Therapist--That's right. We pretended that we couldn't talk! To-day, we 
i 
:! 
l 
.i 
.I are going to act out a pantomime again, but this time we are 
! going to speak words with it. When we put words and a panto-
i 
.I 
mime together, it is called ACTING. Of course, you all know 
.I what acting is because you have all seen people acting in your 
I favorite television programs. 
i Now, I am going to act it for you first while you watch and 
listen, Then when I am through, maybe I'll choose one of you 
to act it too. 
The therapist "Sets the stage" with explanations and demonstrates 
I the dramatization. 
'I 
i 
1 After the demonstration, the therapist explains to the children that 
I I they are free to use their own words and add any action they choose. The 
q 
'I therapist should not insist on the exact memorization of the language that 
! she has utilized in the dialogue. 
! ,, 
! 
I 
i 
I 
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CHAPTER V 
DRAMATIZATIONS 
I 
'I 
'I 
[ 
,I 
I 
I 
' :i 
lj 
~~WORDS: 
i 
! 
I 
I 
:! 
:; 
' 
I ,, 
I 
I 
i 
.i 
I 
Initial 
Papa 
put 
penny 
pocket 
pay 
pick 
Peters 
please 
popcorn 
peanuts 
pencils 
pretty 
pink 
I CHARACTERS: Child 
Mr. Peters 
SPENDING THE PENNY 
---
for 
p 
Medial 
spend 
popcorn 
lollipop 
Final 
skip 
lollipop 
,, 
•I SCENE: Exterior of home, street and store. 
I PROPERTIES: Penny, picture 
'I lollipop. 
I i ACTION AND DIALOGUE: 
i 
cards of articles in store, plastic spoon for 
I 
i (Child is standing and putting hands in pants pockets.) Papa gave ,, 
1 me a penny and I put it in my pocket. I can't find it. (Feels in shirt 
I 
i 
I 
~I (j 
'I 
I 
!I 
:I 
,, 
pocket.) Oh, here it is, in my shirt pocket. Now I can buy something 
and pay for it with my penny. I'll skip to the store and pick out what I 
want. Skip, skip, skip1 (Child skips about the room to table with 
pictured articles.) Hello, Mr. Peters! I have a penny to spend. Let me 
look for a minute, please. (Child points to indicated articles as he 
26 
speaks.) I don't want any peanuts. I don't want any popcorn. And I 
don't need any pencils. There's what I want--a lollipop! Here's the 
penny, Mr. Peters. (Passes the pengr to Mr. Peters and takes the lolli-
pop 1 a plastic spoon.) Thank you. It's a pretty lollipop too. Pink! 
(Skips back home licking the lollipop.) 
(Note: Another child playing Mr. Peters might say, ''What would you li],ce 
to-day?" or make suggestions.) 
I 
I 
I 
" i 
I 
! 
WORDS: 
Initial 
back 
bed 
but 
bell 
busy 
baseball 
Bob 
bathrobe 
blanket 
breakfast 
be 
better 
bat 
beautiful 
books 
burning 
bang 
SATURDAY BASEBALL 
for 
B 
Medial 
able 
baseball 
neighbor's 
remembered 
CHARACTERS: Child and mother. 
SCENE: Child's bedroom. 
final 
bathrobe 
Bob 
PROPERTIES: Two chairs for a bed, ruler for bat, book for a glove, and 
ball. 
ACTION AND DIALOGUE: 
(Child is asleep in bed, wakes up slowly, rubs eyes, stretches and 
yawns.) Oh, I'm so sleepy! I wish I could go back to bed again. But I 
think I heard the bell ring for school, so I must get busy and get ready. 
1 (Still sitting on bed, child slowly puts feet on floor.) Oh! I just 
II 
~I 
I 
'I 
,i 
I 
i 
remembered! This isn't Friday. It's Saturday, and I'll be able to play 
baseball with Bob and the neighbor's children in back of the school. 
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I 
II II 
li 
I 
I 
' i 
Yippiel (Now wide awake, child quickly jumps out of bed and looks about 
for his bathrobe.) Where 1s ~bathrobe? Here it is caught in the blan-
ket. (Puts on bathrobe.) If I eat ~breakfast in a hurry, I'll be 
the first one out to play baseball. I'd better get ~things to-gether 
first. (Walks to closet, opens door.) Here's~ ball and glove. 
(Hurries to corner of room.) Here 1 s ~ bat. (Puts ball and glove down, 
swings bat twice and speaks after second swing.) Bang! A beautiful hit! 
Breakfast must be ready. I smell toast burning. Coming mother. (Carries 
bat with him but leaves ball and glove behind and races from room.) 
Yippiel No books to-dayl 
·I 
One child may call, "Billie, come to your breakfast, 11 after, "I ~~ (Note: 
1, 
II 
smell toast burning.") 
II 
I 
! ,. 
!I I~ 
il 
I 
THE BIRTHDAY PARTY 
for 
TH 
WORDS: 
Initial Medial Final 
Thursday birthday teeth 
then I!IOther mouth 
throat with 
there's cloth 
the month 
thank 
thumb 
:! thirsty 
CHARACTERS: Child and mother. 
!r SCENE: Living-room, bathroom, and kitchen. 
PROPERTIES: Chair for wash bowl, any game or object for the present, two 
. plastic containers for the bottle of milk and a glass. 
II 
II ACTION AND DIALOGUE: 
II 
., 
!I 
I (Child stands hopping up and down and clapping his hands with joy.) 
(11oves to wash 
• 30 
i:-
! 
~~ To-day is Thursday and I am going to a birthday party! 
bowl in the bathroom.) First, I brush IllY" teeth, (Brushes with finger.) , 
and rinse my mouth. (Uses imaginasr glass, throws head back to rinse and 
ejects water into bowl.) Then I wash my face and throat with the wash 
cloth. (Washes.) Oops! I got soap in my eyes! Somebody pass me a 
towel quick! (With eyes closed and hand outstretched, he staggers in the 
direction of the class. A child touches his hand to give him a towel. 
Child drys face and eyes and starts to walk to living-room, then suddenly 
looks at his hands.) Oh! I forgot to wash my hands and my thumb is all 
" 
dirty! (Goes back to wash bowl, washes hands and again walks away.) 
I 1m very thirsty. Guess I'll have a glass of milk before I go to the 
birthday party. (Goes to imagina~ refrigerator, takes out bottle of 
milk, pours glass of milk, returns bottle to refrigerator, closes it and 
31 ,_ 
:j 
' 
' 
drinks milk.) Now I'm all ready. (Goes to table and picks up present. )i 
Yes, mother, I have the birthday present. (Walks to door.) Don't 
forget, mother, next month is rrr:r birthday and I'm going to have a party 
too. Good-by, mother! (Walks out the door.) 
(Note: Therapist or child in class ~ call as though from another room, 
"Do you have the birthday present?") 
!I 
i 
I 
WORDS: 
Initial 
toys 
tricycle 
tree 
top 
try 
too 
to 
table 
CHARACTERS: Child. 
SCENE: Bedroom. 
.l TOY STORE DREAM 
for 
T 
Medial ~ 
store at 
its out 
skates must 
stop it 
football went 
skating right 
better fast 
watch can't 
pretty not 
get 
what 
that 
PROPERTIES: Crumpled paper held to-gether with elastics for a football, 
one small chair for the tricycle, two chairs for a bed, one 
chair to try on skates. 
ACTION AND DIALOGUE: 
(Child walks few steps, stops, rubs eyes, shakes head in disbelief, 
points.) Oh! Look at all the toys! Where did they all come from? 
(Turns in circle, looking around the room.) This must be a toy store. 
(Points.) There's a tricycle. I'll get on and ride it. (Runs to 
chair, sits facing back and peddles.) It's going down a hill and around 
a corner! Ding, ding! Ding, ding! Watch out for me! (Leaves tricycle, 
runs to another side of rooa.) There's a football on that table. I can 
kick it as high as the window. (Kicks football twice, shades eyes and 
,, 
I 
I 
i 
I looks up.) 
!' 
Whee! It went right up to the top of the tree! (Looks 
around to another side of room, runs.) What pretty, shiny skates! I'll 
try them on. (Sits in chair, pantomimes putting on skates, stands and 
skates in a circle.) I'm skating! I'm skating! Oh! Oh! Oh! They are 
going too fast! I can't stop theml Dadqy! Dadqyl {Falls to floor, 
then slowly awakens, stretches, rubs eyes sleepi1y, lifts one foot and 
looks at it.) Where are my !Kates? Where are all the toys? Why, I'm in 
my pajamas! (Looks around room.) This is not a toy store. I must 
have been dreaming. This is my bedroom and I 1d better get back to bed 
fast. (Slow1y walks to bed, lies down, curls up and gives a big sigh.) 
It was such a nice dream! 
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I 
J 
I 
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I 
'l'!IE SICK DOLL 
----
for 
D 
:1 WORDS: 
I ,, 
I 
.) 
; 
' 
Initial 
dolly 
dear 
daytime 
doesn't 
doctor 
dress 
death 
do 
dishes 
CHARACTERS: Child and doctor. 
SCENE: Playroom. 
Medial 
wonder 
to-day 
candy" 
medicine 
good-by 
lady" 
yesterday 
Final 
should 
bed 
head 
I'd 
seemed 
could 
told 
scold 
scared 
good 
and 
I PROPERTIES: Doll and chair for doll's bed, a tiny piece of paper rolled up 
into a pill, and telephone. I 
ACTION AND DIALOGUE: 
(Child goes to bed where doll is sleeping and shakes doll gent1y.) 
I 
Wake up, dolly, dear. It's daytime and you should get out of bed. (Hand 
I 
to chin, thinking.) I wonder what the matter is. MY dolly doesn't want 
to get out of bed to-day! (Puts hand on doll's head.) Her head is 
1 hot. I'd better call the doctor. (Goes to toy or imaginary telephone.) 
·I 
Hello, doctor, please come quickly. MY dolly is very sick. Yes, she 
I 
1 seemed all right when she went to bed, but this morning she doesn't want to 
.I 
:t 
'I 
get up and dress and her head is hot. Thank you, doctor. (Hangs up 
receiver, goes back to doll and strokes her head.) The doctor will be 
:I 
I ,, 
I I here in a minute, dolly. Oh! Here he is now. (Goes to door, opens it 
I for doctor and closes it.) Come right in, doctor. Dolly is over here in 
!I bed. (Leads doctor to bed.) What's the matter with her, doctor? Oh1 
!I Too much candy yesterday! Yes, I'll give her the medicine right now. 
(Goes to door with doctor, opens and closes door for him.) Thank you for 
coming, doctor. (Walks back to bed, takes pill from place n~~r bed.) 
'I Oh, dolly, how could you do that after mother told you not to eat more than 
;j 
il 
i 
i 
I 
" n
I 
! 
I 
I 
:: 
one piece of can~! Well, I won't scold you because you are sick, but you 
almost scared mother to death. Now, open your mouth like a good little 
lady and take your medicine. (Gives doll the pill.) In a little while 
you'll be all better. Now she's asleep so I'll go do the dishes. (Tip-
toes softly out of room.) 
'l (Note: A child may play the doctor and pantomime taking a temperature with 
il 
.I a pencil and listening to the heartbeat. Child may say, "Show me your 
I 
:1 tongue," and then, "Here's some medicine for her.") 
;1 
,j ,, 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
:J 
I 
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I 
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I 
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.I 
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HELPING UNCLE BILLIE 
for 
1 
WORDS: 
Initial Medial Final 
----
long Uncle will 
like Billie ball 
lawn dollar I'll 
looks clean tall 
lucky flashlight wall 
lost colored sickle 
last marbles call 
later almost 
flowers 
tulips 
overalls 
muscles 
CHARACTERS: Child 
Uncle Billie 
SCENE: Back yard, 
PROPERTIES: Two rulers, soft ball, chair, paper dollar, plastic container, 
door handle for faucet, pencil sharpener for sound effect of 
mower. 
ACTION AND DIALOGUE: 
{Child stands leaning on fence with chin on hands. Back of chair is 
~.) Uncle Billie said he'd give me a dollar if I'd clean up the back 
yard. I wonder how long it will take meJ I'd like to have that dollar, 
then I could buy a flashlight and a new ball. I lost my ball last week, 
(Walks away,) Better put my overalls on first. (Action of dressing,) 
i I'll get the lawn-mower and cut the lawn first. 
'i 
(Walks to corner of room 
I :! 
it 
:l 
rl 
i 
or cabinet, gets ruler for handle of lawn-mower, pushes mower up and down 
I 
1 
! ,, I twice over one side of room.) There, that looks good! (Puts mower 
'I back in imaginary tool shed.) Now I'll get the sickle and cut the tall 
I grass by the stone wall. (Gets other ruler and moves to area in front of 
I windows, makes wide sweeping movements of arm for cutting action.) This 
I I is good for my muscles. (Stops and picks up ball.) Am I lucky! This 
I is the ball I lost last week. Now I can buy some colored marbles instead 
! 
of a ball. (Whistles or hums as he tosses ball and catches it, puts 
sickle aside. Stops abrupt1y.) Oh! I almost forgot to water the flow-
ers! (Gets watering pot, fills it at faucet and waters flowers.) 
:I J Those tulips look very dry. There! Everything is done. Oh, I forgot the 
I 
I 
I 
' 
sickle. (Gets sickle and puts it and watering pot away.) Now I'll 
call Uncle Billie. Uncle Billie! Uncle Billie! (Louder) Uncle 
; Billie! 
I 
Come look. (Beckons with hand.) Do I get the dollar now? 
I 
\ 
il 
i 
i 
I 
(Accepts dollar, puts it in his pocket.) GeeJ Thanks, Uncle Billie. 
like to work for you. I 1m going to the store and buy some marbles and a 
flashlight right now. See you later, Uncle Billie! (Waves and walks 
away.) 
(Note: Uncle Billie may say, "You have done a good job and here 1 s your 
I 
dollar." Another child may run the pencil sharpener for the sound effect.) 
I 
I 
.I 
•I 
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WORDS: 
Initial 
Rickie or Rita 
raining 
Ralph or Ruth 
rain 
read 
Rabbit 
wrong 
remember 
right 
rainy 
red 
real 
CHARACTERS: Child. 
SCENE: Living-room. 
A RAINY DAY 
---
for 
R 
Medial 
early 
morning 
promised 
circus 
wal'JII 
streets 
friend 
everything 
yard 
dripping 
story 
green 
brown 
curl 
father's 
fruit 
orange 
purple 
grapes 
Final 
mther 
our 
Peter 
remember 
leather 
chair 
pear 
PROPERTIES: Three books colored red, brown and green, and flashcards or 
pictures of fruit, oranges, apples, pears and grapes on table 
beside chair. 
ACTION AND DIALOGUE: 
(Child stands looking sadly out of window in room.) My name is 
i 
' Rickie (or Rita) and I got up early this DIOrning because mother promised to 
take me to the circus if it was a wal'lll, sunny day. Now it's raining out 
,i 
il ii and the streets are full of puddles, so we can't go to the circus. Shucks! 
i q 
ij " 
il 
I 
I 1 d like to play with 11lY friend Ralph (or Ruth), but everything in our yard 
is dripping with rain, so I have to stay in the house. (Turns and walks 
away from window.) I know what I'll do. I'll read the Peter Rabbit 
story in my red book. (Crosses to table where books lay, picks up red 
book and thumbs through pages, puts book down.) No, I was wrong. It 
must be in my green book. (Repeats eame action with green book.) 
Wrong again! Now I remember. It was in my brown book. 
action but does not replace book.) This is right! 
(Repeats same 
(Crosses to father's · 
chair and sits.) I think I'll curl up in father's red leather chair and 
eat some fruit while I read. (Points to imaginary dish of fruit.) I 
can have an orange, a pear, a red apple or some purple grapes. I think I 1ll · 
have the grapes. (Reads, turns pages, eats grapes and spits out seeds.) 
This is a real nice way to spend a rainy day. 
MARTI{} _SO_U_P !Q!! ;:;;SA:::LL=:Y: 
WORDS: 
Initial 
Sally 
S8.ml!JY 
sitting 
sewing 
sawing 
supper 
see 
some 
celery 
soup 
spoon 
sauce 
salt 
stir 
sleep 
save 
sit 
CHARACTERS: Sally 
Mother 
(or Sannny) 
(or father) 
SCENE: Living-room and kitchen. 
for 
Sand Z 
Medial 
first 
taste 
pleasant 
(or basement) 
(or Sannny) 
Final 
sauce 
Sally's 
Sammy's 
needs 
it's 
here's 
glass 
is 
dreams 
nice 
PROPERTIES: Can of soup, salt shaker, glass, milk bottle, saucepan, soup 
dish, 2 plastic spoons. 
ACTION AND DIALOGUE: 
(Mother is seated in a chair sewing, or father is standing sawing 
with one foot on the chair.) I am Sally 1 s mother and I am sitting and 
sewing and sewing and sewing. (She stops abruptly--looks alarmed--puts 
sewing beside her on imaginary table--rises and paces floor with her hand 
to her head.) Oh, dear, I forgot to get Sally's supperl Let me see. 
Let me see! What shall I make her for supper! (She stops short--her 
face brightens.) I know! I'll make her some celery soup. (She walks 
to imaginary cabinet--gets can of soup.) First, I get the soup and open 
it. (Pencil sharpener is the can opener.---Opens can--walks to stove 
side of table, center of room.) Then I turn on the burner and get a 
saucepan and spoon. (Reaches to imaginary shelf for pan and spoon--pours 
soup into saucepan.) And I stir and stir and stir. Now I 1ll taste it. 
(Tastes.) It needs more salt. (Reaches for salt shaker--shakes some 
in soup--mixes it in soup and puts spoon down.) Now I'll call Sally. 
(Walks to far side of room to indicate going out of doors--cups mouth with 
hand and calls.) Sally, Sally, Sally! (Increase volume, Sally is far 
away.) Come to your supper. (Indicates chair in front of soup plate 
and spoon at another side of table.) Sit down here, Sally, and have some 
nice hot celery soup. (If another child pl~ys Sally, she takes one spoon-
ful--drops spoon and fans her mouth vigorously.) Is it too hot? (Sally 
nods and continues fanning. Mother rushes to imaginary refrigerator--opens 
it--takes out bottle of milk--pours a glassful--puts bottle back in refrig-
erator, closes it and returns to Sally.} Here's a glass of cold milk. 
Save some to cool your soup. (SalLy drinks--pours some milk in soup and 
finishes eating soup.) All through? Well, come to bed, Sally. (Mother 
takes Sally's hand and leads her to chairs representing a bed.) Good-
night, Sally. Pleasant dreams! Have a gpod sleep! (Waves to Sally.) 
(Note: Sally's one response can be, nyes, Mother, 11 for practice on final 
s.) 
WORDS: 
Initial 
Zip 
CHARACTERS: Child, 
SCENE: Street, 
PROPERTIES: None. 
ACTION AND DIALOGUE: 
MISTER BUMBLE BEE 
for 
z 
Medial 
pansies 
daisies 
Final 
buzz 
colors 
those 
there's 
please 
is 
anybody's 
flowers 
pansies 
daisies 
people's 
yards 
(Child walks or skips happily about the room, stops and looks down 
admiringly at garden,) Ohl What pretty pansies! Hother -would love some 
of those. And so many lovely colors; red, yellow, blue and purple! I 
think I 111 pick some. (Kneels down, picks one pan?Y at a time.) Zip! 
There's one. Zip! There's two. Zip! There's three. (Smells them with 
big breath.) My! They snell nice too! (Child makes "Buzz" of bumble 
bee, then looks up.) Hello, Mr. Bumble Bee. How are you to-day? 
("Buzz, buzz.") Don 1 t sting me 1 Mr. Bumble Bee. (Ch~ld backs away. 
"Buzz, buzz,") Please, don't sting me, Mr. Bumble Bee. (Child keeps 
backing, friglltened. Child stops backing and looks curious.) Are you 
trying to tell me something? ("Buzz, buzz.") What is it? I 1m listen-
in g. (Hand to ear, buzzes again.) Oh! You don't want me to pick the 
flowers in other people's gardens. I'm sorr,y, Mr. Bumble Bee. I'll never 
do it again. I 111 go out in the fields and pick some daisies for mother. 
Is that all right? 
by and skips away.) 
(Buzzes.) Good-by, Mr. Bumble Bee. 
I'm glad he didn't sting me! 
(Waves ~rood-
---
(Note: One child may play the bumble bee by moving in circles and waving 
his arms as he buzzes, or the class may participate by making the sound of 
buzzing.) 
AT THE SEASHORE 
--
for 
SH 
WORDS: 
Initial Medial Final 
Sheppie sunshiny- dash 
shelf ocean splash 
sure lotion fish 
shore seashore wish 
shoes 
shivering 
shells 
ship 
CHARACTERS: Child, mother and Sheppie. 
SCENE: Room of home and seashore. 
PROPERTIES: Plastic container for sunburn lotion. 
ACTION AND DIALOGUE: 
(Child hurries excitedly to mother.) Mother, it's a nice sunshiny 
day. May I go swimming in the ocean? Thanks! I 1ll ask Sheppie to come 
with me. (Moves about room looking for something.) Where 1 s the sunburn · 
lotion? Oh, here it is on the medicine shelf. (Rubs on lotion.) I'm 
sure well covered now! (Walks to door and out.) Good-by, mother! 
(Calls, hand to mouth.) Sheppie! Sheppie! Let's go swimming in the 
ocean. I'll race ycu to the shore! (Runs.) I won! We can take off 
our shoes and leave them here on the shore. (Removes shoes.) Let's 
dash right in up to our necks! (Dashes into water.) Br-r-r! It r s 
cold! I'm shivering! 
That will warm us up. 
(Shivers.) 
(Splashes.) 
You splash me and I'll splash you. 
I'm going to swim like a fish. 
Watch mel (~.) Isn't it fun to go swimming at the seashore? Let's, 
go in now and look for shells along the shore. (Swims back to shore and 
walks along picking up shells, then stops and points.) Look! There's a 
big ship way out there on the ocean. I wish I could be on that ship! 
(Leisure1y walks away.) 
(Note: Sheppie can be played by another child pantomiming the action of 
the drama.) 
WORDS: 
Initial 
chair 
chin 
chicken 
cheese 
cherries 
chewing 
choke 
Charlie 
CHARACTERS: Child and mother. 
SCENE: Living-room. 
LUNCH TIME 
--
for 
Medial 
kitchen 
peaches 
Final 
watch 
lunch 
sandwich 
punch 
catch 
such 
PROPERTIES: Ball, plastic container for glass, chair, table and chair, 
pictures or flashcards of cheese, sandwich, cherries and 
peaches. 
ACTION AND DIALOGUE: 
(Child enters room stretching and yawning.) Oh1 I 1m so tired! 
(Sits in chair at a distance from table.) I'll sit L~ a chair and put my 
chin in my hand and watch mother in the kitchen. Mother, may I have my 
lunch now? (Rubs stomach.) I 1m so hungry! All right! I'll sit in 
this chair at the table. (Moves to chair.) Oh! What a nice lunch! 
(Points at food.) I see a chicken sandwich, some cheese, some cherries 
and peaches, and a big glass of punch! (Child pantomimes eating and 
drinks from glass.) Yes, mother, I 1m chewing it all very slowly so I 
won't choke. Watch mel (Child takes last drink and jumps up quickly.) 
Now I'm not tired anymore. I think I'll go out and play catch with Charlie. 
. 47 
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(Runs to get ball on shelf.) Good-qy, mother. Thank you for such a nice 
lunch! (Goes out tossing the ball.) 
(Note: Mother can be pantomimed mixing something in a bowl and bringing 
the food to the table or she may answer the indicated questions of the 
dialogue.) 
NAUGHTY PUPPY 
WORDS: 
Initial 
you 
yourself 
your 
yes 
yip 
CHARACTERS: Child. 
SCENE: Living-room. 
for 
y 
PROPERTIES: Chair, book, door of room. 
ACTION AND DIALOGUE: 
(Child sits in chair looking at a book. He hears something at the 
door, listens, puts book down, goes to door, opens it wide and closes it. 
His wet puppr comes in and shakes himself.) Ohl You naughty, naughty 
puppy! (Scolds puPBY by shaking finger at him, then points to floor.) 
Look what you have done! You came into the house all wet from the rain and 
shook yourself all over the floor! Just look at those puddles! Don't you 
wag your tail at mel (Child walks away from puppY, turns his back and 
folds his arms, looks very stern.) I'm very cross with you! No, I won't 
pet you, so don't you yip and cry at me! (Pushes puppY down.) Down 
pup, down pup! (Child turns and faces puppy with sympathy, picks puppY 
~.) Yes, I love you even if you are naughty. You are just a baby and 
don't know any better, I'll get the mop and wipe up the 
'" 
wet spots before mother sees them. (Puts puppy down and snaps fingers 
for puppy to follow.) Here pup, here pup. Let's go get the mop. 
(Child walks out of room.) 
(Note: A child can play the puppy and cry, "Yip, yip.") 
WORDS: 
Initial 
kitten 
crying 
can 
car 
kitty 
come 
claws 
keep 
call 
Lucky 
care 
CHARACTERS: Child 
Mother 
THE LOST KITTEN 
for 
K 
Medial 
scared 
because 
SCENE: Street and home kitchen. 
PROPERTIES: Teddy bear or stuffed animal for kitten, 
milk bottle, small foil dish for saucer. 
imaginary. 
ACTION AND DIALOGUE: 
Final 
think 
oak 
pick 
take 
milk 
thank 
plastic container for 
Refrigerator is 
(Child skips about room, says, "l'Jeow, meow," a few times, stops skip-, 
ping and puts his hand to his ear.) I think I hear a kitten crying. 
(Looks about.) Where is it? (Looks up at wall clock.) It isn't up 
in the big oak tree. (Looks behind waste basket.) It isn't behind the 
ash can. (Looks under desk or table where animal has been placed.) Oh, 
here it is under the car. (Kneels down, crooks finger.) Come, kitty, 
kitty, kitty! Come to me and I'll pick you up. (Reaches for kitten and 
picks it up in his arms.) Now don't dig your claws in me. (~ 
" 
kitten.) You poor scared little kitten. I'll take you home and give you 
some milk. (Walks to home and prepares saucer of milk, puts kitten down 
to milk, strokes kitten.) Maybe mother will let me keep you for my own. 
(Picks up kitten and walks to mother.) Mother, may I keep the kitten? 
He's lost and doesn't belong to anyone. Yes, I'll feed him and take care 
of him. Oh1 Thank you, mother! Now kitty, you belong to me and I 1m going 
to call you Lucky because you are very lucky that I found you. 
kitten, pats him and walks away,) 
(Note: Another child playing the mother might say, "Will you feed him and 
take care of him?") 
BC.STCN !..i0l!VJ~ ,>: ;·· 
_EQ~J.CAJ::D;~ /..ONhi(:. 
·;.: 
WORDS: 
Initial 
garden 
gate 
garage 
get 
grass 
ground 
gave 
good 
Grandma 
gone 
guess 
grow 
great 
green 
gosh 
go 
CHARACTERS: Child. 
SCENE: Back yard. 
MAKING A GARDEN 
for 
G 
Medial 
marigold 
forget 
finger 
bigger 
shaggy 
digging 
bugs 
Final 
big 
dig 
jug 
dog 
PROPERTIES: Two yardsticks for a rake and a spading fork, plastic container 
for water jug and folded piece of paper for package of seeds. · 
Outdoor faucet is doorknob. 
ACTION AND DIALOGUE: 
(Child stands looking down at ground.) Mother said I could make a 
garden all~ own right here by the big gate. I'll need a fork to dig with, 
a rake and a jug of water. They are in the garage. Better get them first. 
(Walks to garage, picks up tools and returns to garden, then fills jug at 
outdoor faucet and returns to garden.) Those old grass roots must be 
pulled before I dig up the ground. (Kneels and pulls grass.) Now they 
. ·-:i-:-
are all gone and I can start digging. (Digs with fork and turns earth 
~.) That looks good, but it has to be raked all smooth before I plant 
the seeds. (Rakes ground.) Grandma gave me some marigold seeds from 
her garden. Where did I put them? (Looks around, puts hand in pocket.) 
' How could I forget! I put them in my pocket. (Kneels down.) I'll 
make three straight rows with my finger and put the seeds in each row. 
' (Makes rows and sprinkles seeds in them.) There, I'll cover them up. 
(Covers and pats ground.) I guess those will grow up to be bigger mari-
golds than Grandma has. It will be fun to watch the little green leaves 
come up. (Stands up, looks about.) If that shaggy dog comes digging 
in my garden, I'll chase him out and close the gate. Now I'll water the 
ground so the seeds will grow. Water is good for gardens. (Kneels and 
pours water out of jug, rises and stands looking at garden with hands on 
hips.) Gosh! It's great to have a garden all my own. I hope the bugs 
stay away from here. I'll put the tools back in the garage and go play 
' ball. (Picks up tools, replaces them and walks away whistling or sing-
'i 
' 
i 
~' j 
il ,, 
il 
'I 
' 
ing.) 
rnAPl'ER VI 
SUMMARY 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study is the creation of informal dramatic mate-
rials for the reinforcement of correct articulation in a natural situation. 
For this purpose, informal dramatizations were created and combined with 
multi-sensory and motor activity for use in connected speech by children in 
the primary grades after they had progressed beyond the phonation of iso-
lated sentences. Each dramatization emphasized one consonant sound in the 
three positions. The acting of the dramatization was planned so as not to 
exceed a five minute period of time. 
These dramatizations were found to be a delightful medium for con-
nected speech practice in which the children were motivated to use the sound 
correctly and consistently. 
' II 
I LIJ1ITATIONS 
' i 
1. In this study, the basic purpose is the presentation of dramatic 
practice materials. Although implications for psycho-therapy may be per-
ceived, no attempt is made to offer the material as a psychological tool. 
There is no attempt to teach values in a life situation, provide a thought 
provoking dialogue, moralize, or teach a concept. The material has not 
been used to measure any degree of progress, or improvement in speech, 
language arts or personality development. 
I 
I 2. The naturalness of thinking out loud with a description of both 
the mental process and the integrated motor activity may be questionable in 
some of the dramatizations. It was found that the pantomimic story could 
be acted b7 the child without full utilization of the structured dialogue. 
ADDITIONAL USES 
1. The materials of this study may be used as auditory stimulation 
for kindergarten children with severe articulation handicaps. 
2. With no emphasis on, or reference to the speech, the materials 
may be used psycho-therapeutically with primary stutterers or with elemen-
1 
1 tary grade secondary stutterers who enjoy acting. 
!I il 3. In the initial testing of children who have learned to read, the 
II materials are usable as a testing device for a specific consonant sound. 
4. Upon repetition in the thera~ session, the materials should aid 
the judgment of the therapist in detennining a child's readiness for dis-
missal. 
5. The majority of the dramatizations may also be utilized for the 
II S sound because of its prevalence in our English language. 
il 
I! SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
'i I. 
il 1. That the creation of similar materials be developed for children 
'I 
11 in the elementary grades. 
II II 2. That informal dramatic materials for group therapy be developed 
II using the procedure of this study. 
J, That the materials of this study be used to evaluate their 
effect upon emotionally disturbed children. 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
i1 
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